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About the Design Guide
TransLink and the Province of British Columbia are sponsoring a multi-phase study
to evaluate alternatives for rapid transit service in the Broadway corridor between
Commercial Drive and the University of British Columbia. Using input from the
April/May 2010 consultation and further technical work, the study team developed
design concepts for each of the seven alternatives being considered, making
assumptions such as:
• Whether the system would operate in a tunnel, at street-level and where in the
street, or elevated
• The number and location of stations
• How road space is shared between rapid transit and other uses, like parking,
travel lanes and sidewalk space, and
• The priority given to rapid transit at intersections.
Based on these design concepts, we evaluated the alternatives across seven
different categories.

This Design Guide provides information about the seven alternatives. Explore
this guide, along with the boards, other handout material and the website
bepartoftheplan.ca. Talk with the study team and interact with other members of
the public to learn more.
Then check out the Evaluation Summary to learn how each alternative performs
relative to the others.
HAVE YOUR SAY
In this consultation, we want your input on the initial design concepts and
evaluation. Have we made the right assumptions for each alternative? In the
evaluation, did we consider the full range of benefits and impacts?
We still have more work to do and your input will help us update the designs and
finalize the evaluation. We'll share this work with you in late 2011/early 2012 and
seek input on the findings.
The results will then be presented to decision-makers to help them determine a
preferred alternative. You will then have opportunities for further input as the
preferred alternative is designed in detail.
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In this Design Guide
Alternative Designs: Page 3
A map of each alternative showing potential alignment and station locations, key
characteristics and community integration information.
Fitting Bus Rapid Transit and Light Rail Transit in the Street: Page 11
A look at how to integrate street-level alternatives with other road uses like cycling,

Be part of the plan. Fill out
the Questionnaire.

walking and driving, and how intersections could be affected.
Design Considerations and Trade-Offs: Page 21
An overview of the trade-offs to consider when providing input on the
alternative designs.
SUPPORTING MATERIAL
• Evaluation Summary

• Frequently Asked Questions

• Study Backgrounder

• Questionnaire for your input

• Technology Brochure
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Bus Rapid Transit Alternative

Great Northern
Way Campus

W 4 AVE

BROADWAY

Potential Stations*

Existing Rapid Transit

CAMBIE

CommercialBroadway

KI

NG

CLARK

Interchange Stations

OAK

DR
Street Level BRT

VCC

BroadwayCity Hall

VGH

GRANVILLE

M
AR
IN
E

W 16 AVE

ARBUTUS

SW

BROADWAY

MACDONALD

UEL

CENTRAL

ALMA

UBC

SASAMAT

W 10 AVE

MAIN

UBC

FRASER

ACADIA

TRAVEL TIME
Commercial Dr
– UBC

33 mins

Commercial Dr
– Cambie St

9 mins

SW

COSTS

AY

Capital Costs
($2010)

Diesel $350M
Trolley $450M

Incremental
Operating Costs
($2010)*

Diesel $-1M
Trolley $-2M

Bus Network

RIDERSHIP

UBC Line Study Area

Projected Daily
Boardings
Estimate (2021)

* Potential stations are based on current 99 B-Line stops and where demand is expected to be the highest.
This allows for a comparative analysis across all alternatives. Potential stations are subject to change with
further technical work and public input.

TECHNOLOGY

75,000

Not to scale
49 AVE

ALIGNMENT

STATION TYPE

* Relative to the "business as usual" bus network; a negative
number means savings due to lower bus operating costs

INTEGRATION WITH OTHER MODES

photo rendering: Bayswater

photo credit: C-Tran, Vancouver WA

BRT uses rubber tire, low-floor articulated

The BRT Alternative operates primarily

BRT stations are typically located within

This alternative provides three connections

buses that can run on diesel, compressed

in the centre of the street with a side-

the street right of way, and connect to

to existing rapid transit. Local buses

natural gas (CNG), or electricity. Diesel and

running section on University Boulevard. It

either side of the street with pedestrian

operate in mixed traffic lanes. Bus service

Trolley options for BRT were evaluated.

is in its own right of way, separated from

crossings. Stations are sheltered and

that duplicates the rapid transit service is

other traffic by a curb. Signal priority is

typically feature ticket vending machines,

eliminated (e.g. 99 B-Line), but local buses

not provided for this alternative in order

closed circuit TV for security, seating, real-

will continue to operate in the corridor.

to maximize the frequency and capacity of

time information and wayfinding.

There are no changes to pedestrian and

For more information on how BRT
and LRT fit in the street, see page 11.

the service.

cyclist crossings.
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Light Rail Transit Alternative 1
TRAVEL TIME

Option B

W 4 AVE

BROADWAY

BroadwayCity Hall

VGH

CAMBIE

Option A

Existing Rapid Transit

Option A Directly via Broadway

NG

A 26 mins

Commercial Dr –
Cambie St

A 7 mins

B 29 mins

B 9 mins

SW

AY

Capital Costs
($2010)

A $1.1B

Incremental
Operating Costs
($2010)*

A $-3M

B $1.1B

B $-6M

or

Bus Network
UBC Line Study Area

RIDERSHIP

Option B Via Great Northern Way
and VCC Clark Station

Projected Daily
Boardings
Estimate (2021)

* Potential stations are based on current 99 B-Line stops and where demand is expected to be the highest.
This allows for a comparative analysis across all alternatives. Potential stations are subject to change with
further technical work and public input.

TECHNOLOGY

KI

CLARK

Interchange Stations

Two options from Main Street to
Commercial-Broadway Station:

Commercial Dr
– UBC

COSTS

CommercialBroadway

FRASER

Potential Stations*

VCC

OAK

Street Level

LRTDR

W 16 AVE

GRANVILLE

M
AR
IN
E

BROADWAY

MACDONALD
M

SW

CENTRAL

ALMA

UEL

SASAMAT

W 10 AVE

VCCClark

MAIN

UBC
UBC

ARBUTUS

ACADIA

Great Northern
Way Campus

ALIGNMENT

A 99,000
B 109,000

Not to scale
49 AVE

* Relative to the "business as usual" bus network; a negative
number means savings due to lower bus operating costs

STATION TYPE

INTEGRATION WITH OTHER MODES

photo rendering: Willow

LRT is a driver-operated, electrically-

LRT Alternative 1 operates primarily in the

Stations are typically located within the

This alternative provides three connections

powered technology that can operate

centre of the street with a side-running

street, and connect to both sides of the

to existing rapid transit. Local buses

at street-level.

section on University Boulevard. It is in its

street with pedestrian crossings. Stations

operate in mixed traffic lanes. Bus service

own right of way separated from other

are sheltered and typically feature ticket

that duplicates the rapid transit service is

traffic by a curb with signal priority at

vending machines, closed circuit TV for

eliminated (e.g. 99 B-Line), but local buses

intersections.

security, seating, real-time information

will continue to operate in the corridor.

and wayfinding.

There are no changes to pedestrian and

For more information on how BRT
and LRT fit in the street, see page 11.

cyclist crossings.
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Light Rail Transit Alternative 2

ALMA

CAMBIE

Two options from Main Street to
Commercial-Broadway Station:

Potential Stations*

Existing Rapid Transit

Option A Directly via Broadway

CommercialBroadway

KI

NG

SW

AY

or

Bus Network
UBC Line Study Area

Option B Via Great Northern Way
and VCC Clark Station

ALIGNMENT

Commercial Dr –
Cambie St

A 7 mins

B 29 mins

B 9 mins

25 mins

Capital Costs
($2010)

A $1.3B

Incremental
Operating Costs
($2010)*

A $-3M

B $1.4B

B $-2M

RIDERSHIP
Not to scale

* Potential stations are based on current 99 B-Line stops and where demand is expected to be the highest. This allows for a comparative analysis across all alternatives.
Potential stations are subject to change with further technical work and public input.
49 AVE
All trains serve UBC; east of Arbutus Street service is split between a segment serving Main Street-Science World Station and a segment serving Commercial-Broadway
Station.

TECHNOLOGY

A 26 mins

COSTS

Option A

MAIN

Interchange Stations

OAK

Street Level LRTDR

Commercial Dr
– UBC

Main St.-Science
World – UBC

VCC

BroadwayCity Hall

VGH

GRANVILLE

M
AR
IN
E

W 16 AVE

Option B

VCCClark

BROADWAY

MACDONALD
M

SW

SASAMAT

UEL

CENTRAL

Great Northern
Way Campus

CLARK

BROADWAY

W 10 AVE

Olympic
Village

Main Street Science World

FRASER

W 4 AVE

UBC
UBC

ARBUTUS

ACADIA

TRAVEL TIME

Projected Daily
Boardings
Estimate (2021)

A 107,000
B 116,000

* Relative to the "business as usual" bus network; a negative
number means savings due to lower bus operating costs

STATION TYPE

INTEGRATION WITH OTHER MODES

photo rendering: Bayswater

LRT is a driver-operated, electrically-

LRT Alternative 2 operates primarily in the

Stations are typically located within the

This alternative provides five connections

powered technology that can operate

centre of the street with a side-running

street, and connect to both sides of the

to existing rapid transit. Local buses

at street-level.

section on University Boulevard. It is in its

street with pedestrian crossings. Stations

operate in mixed traffic lanes. Bus service

own right of way separated from other traffic

are sheltered and typically feature ticket

that duplicates the rapid transit service is

by a curb with signal priority at intersections.

vending machines, closed circuit TV for

eliminated (e.g. 99 B-Line), but local buses

Between Arbutus Street and Main Street-

security, seating, real-time information

will continue to operate in the corridor.

Science World Station, the alternative

and wayfinding.

There are no changes to pedestrian and

For more information on how BRT
and LRT fit in the street, see page 11.

operates along the former rail line.

cyclist crossings.
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Rail Rapid Transit Alternative
TRAVEL TIME

W 4 AVE

BROADWAY

VCCClark
BROADWAY

ALMA

BroadwayCity Hall

VGH

Potential Stations*

Bus Network

SW

CLARK

Option A Directly via Broadway

NG

FRASER

Existing Rapid Transit

OAK

Elevated RRT

KI

or

UBC Line Study Area

Commercial Dr
– UBC

A 20 mins

Commercial Dr –
Cambie St

A 6 mins

B 20 mins

B 6 mins

COSTS

CommercialBroadway

CAMBIE

Option A

Two options from Main Street to
Commercial-Broadway Station:

DR

VCC

MAIN

W 16 AVE

Interchange Stations

Tunnel RRT

CENTRAL

GRANVILLE

M
AR
IN
E

Great Northern
Way Campus

MACDONALD
M

SW

SASAMAT

W 10 AVE
UEL

ARBUTUS

ACADIA

Option B

AY

Capital Costs
($2010)

A $3.2B

Incremental
Operating Costs
($2010)*

A $-3M

B $2.9B

B $-7M

RIDERSHIP

Option B to VCC Clark Station

Projected Daily
Boardings
Estimate (2021)

* Potential stations are based on current 99 B-Line stops and where demand is expected to be the highest.
This allows for a comparative analysis across all alternatives. Potential stations are subject to change with
further technical work and public input.

A 137,000
B 146,000

Not to scale
49 AVE

* Relative to the "business as usual" bus network; a negative
number means savings due to lower bus operating costs

TECHNOLOGY

ALIGNMENT

STATION TYPE

INTEGRATION WITH OTHER MODES

RRT is an automated or driver-operated rail

The RRT Alternative operates primarily in

Stations feature ticket vending machines,

This alternative provides three connections

technology that is powered by electricity.

a bored tunnel with an elevated section

closed circuit TV for security, seating,

to existing rapid transit. Option B is an

In Metro Vancouver, RRT (e.g. SkyTrain) is

between Great Northern Way and VCC-

real-time information, wayfinding, and are

extension of the Millennium Line. Local

automated and operates separately from

Clark Station to connect with the existing

accessed by elevators, escalators and stairs.

buses continue to operate on the surface

other road users.

system. A section on University Boulevard

in mixed traffic. Bus service that duplicates

is assumed to be cut and cover.

the rapid transit service is eliminated
(e.g. 99 B-Line). There are no changes to
pedestrian and cyclist crossings.
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Combination Alternative 1
TRAVEL TIME

ACADIA

Main Street Science World

UBC

BROADWAY

M
AR
IN
E

W 16 AVE

VCC

BroadwayCity Hall

VGH

VCCClark

CommercialBroadway

CAMBIE

SW

BROADWAY

MACDONALD

UEL

CENTRAL

ALMA

UBC

SASAMAT

W 10 AVE

Great Northern
Way Campus

Olympic
Village

W 4 AVE

KI

NG

Main St.-Science
World – UBC

25 mins

Commercial Dr – UBC

27 mins

Commercial Dr
– Cambie

6 mins

SW

COSTS
Capital Costs ($2010)

$2.4B

Incremental
Operating Costs
($2010)*

$-5M

Bus Network

RIDERSHIP

Potential Stations*

UBC Line Study Area

Projected Daily
Boardings Estimate
(2021)

* Potential stations are based on current 99 B-Line stops and where demand is expected to be the highest.
This allows for a comparative analysis across all alternatives. Potential stations are subject to change with
further technical work and public input.

TECHNOLOGY

LRT

ALIGNMENT

RRT

LRT is a driver-operated, electrically-powered
technology that can operate at street-level.
RRT is an automated or driver-operated rail
technology that is powered by electricity.
In Metro Vancouver, RRT (e.g. SkyTrain) is
automated and operates separately from
other road users.
For more information on how BRT
and LRT fit in the street, see page 11.

CLARK

FRASER

Elevated RRT

MAIN

Existing Rapid Transit

OAK

Tunnel RRT

GRANVILLE

Interchange Stations

ARBUTUS

Street Level LRTDR

Not to scale
49 AVE

AY

145,000

* Relative to the "business as usual" bus network; a negative
number means savings due to lower bus operating costs

STATION TYPE

INTEGRATION WITH OTHER MODES

LRT operates between UBC and Main Street-Science

LRT stations are located within the street

This alternative provides five connections

World Station primarily in the centre of the street

right of way. Pedestrian crossings connect

to existing rapid transit. The RRT segment

station platforms to both sides of the street.

is an extension of the Millennium Line.

RRT stations are accessed by elevators,

Local buses operate in mixed traffic lanes.

escalators and stairs.

Bus service that duplicates the rapid transit

photo rendering: Moberly

with a side-running section on University Boulevard.
It is in its own right of way separated from other
traffic by a curb with signal priority at intersections.
Between Arbutus Street and Main Street-Science
World Station, it operates along the former rail line.

Both LRT and RRT stations are sheltered and

RRT between Arbutus Street and VCC-Clark Station,

typically feature ticket vending machines,

operates primarily in a bored tunnel with an elevated

closed circuit TV for security, seating, real-

section between Great Northern Way and VCC-Clark
Station to connect with the existing system.

time information, and wayfinding.

service is eliminated (e.g. 99 B-Line),
but local buses will continue to operate
in the corridor. There are no changes to
pedestrian and cyclist crossings.
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Combination Alternative 2
TRAVEL TIME

ACADIA

Main Street Science World

UBC

BROADWAY

W 10 AVE

Great Northern
Way Campus

Olympic
Village

W 4 AVE

VCCClark

Elevated RRT

Bus Network

Potential Stations*

UBC Line Study Area

BRT

RRT

BRT uses rubber tire, low-floor articulated buses
that can run on diesel, compressed natural gas
(CNG) or electricity.
RRT is an automated or driver-operated rail
technology that is powered by electricity. In Metro
Vancouver, RRT (e.g. SkyTrain) is automated and
operates separately from other road users.
For more information on how BRT
and LRT fit in the street, see page 11.

CAMBIE

Commercial Dr
– Cambie

6 mins

AY

Capital Costs
($2010)

$1.9B

Incremental
Operating Costs
($2010)*

$4M

RIDERSHIP
Projected Daily
Boardings
Estimate (2021)

* Potential stations are based on current 99 B-Line stops and where demand is expected to be the highest.
This allows for a comparative analysis across all alternatives. Potential stations are subject to change with
further technical work and public input.

TECHNOLOGY

SW

CLARK

Existing Rapid Transit

FRASER

Tunnel RRT

NG

32 mins

COSTS

CommercialBroadway

KI

MAIN

Interchange Stations

OAK

Street Level

DR
BRT

GRANVILLE

M
AR
IN
E

BroadwayCity Hall

VGH

ARBUTUS

SW

W 16 AVE

MACDONALD

UEL

ALMA

UBC

SASAMAT

VCC

Commercial Dr
– UBC

138,000

* Relative to the "business as usual" bus network

Not to scale
49 AVE

ALIGNMENT

STATION TYPE

photo rendering: Willow

photo credit: C-Tran, Vancouver WA

BRT operates between UBC and Commercial-

BRT stations are located within the street

This alternative provides three connections

Broadway Station, primarily in the centre of the

right of way. Pedestrian crossings connect

to existing rapid transit. The RRT segment

street with a side-running section on University

station platforms to either side of the street.

is an extension of the Millennium Line.

Boulevard. It is in its own right of way, separated

RRT stations are accessed by elevators,

Local buses operate in mixed traffic lanes.

from other traffic by a curb.

escalators and stairs.

Bus service that duplicates the rapid transit

RRT between Arbutus Street and VCC-Clark
Station, operates primarily in a bored tunnel
with an elevated section between Great
Northern Way and VCC-Clark Station to
connect with the existing system.

Both BRT and RRT stations are sheltered and
typically feature ticket vending machines,
closed circuit TV for security, seating, realtime information and wayfinding.

INTEGRATION WITH OTHER MODES

service is eliminated (e.g. 99 B-Line),
but local buses will continue to operate
in the corridor. There are no changes to
pedestrian and cyclist crossings.
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Best Bus Alternative
TRAVEL TIME ON BROADWAY

BROADWAY

W 16 AVE

Existing Rapid Transit

SW

MA

Bus Network

CAMBIE
OAK

GRANVILLE

ARBUTUS

Interchange Stations

VCC

BroadwayCity Hall

VGH

Best Bus

VCCClark

BROADWAY

MACDONALD

UEL

CENTRAL

ALMA

W 10 AVE

SASAMAT

UBC

Olympic
Village

King Edward

KI

NG

SW

RIN

Oakridge-41st Avenue

UBC Line Study Area
Langara-49th Avenue

WHAT IS BEST BUS?

Bus service is improved on Broadway

30 mins

Commercial Dr –
Cambie St

6 mins

AY

Capital Costs
($2010)

$325M

Incremental
Operating Costs
($2010)*

$18M

RIDERSHIP**
Projected Daily
Boardings
Estimate (2021)

E DR

Map not to scale

Commercial Dr
– UBC

COSTS

CommercialBroadway

FRASER

UBC

Great Northern
Way Campus

CLARK

W 4 AVE

MAIN

ACADIA

Main Street Science World

49 AVE

75,000

* Relative to the "business as usual" bus network
** Ridership includes ridership on the 99 B-Line, 84 as well as
proposed new limited stop services serving the corridor

MEASURES TO IMPROVE BUS SERVICE

• Frequency is improved on a number

• Potential to introduce curbside bus

• Potential to enhance amenities at

and parallel corridors through a range

of routes including: 25, 33, 41, 43, 44,

lanes on several streets including

bus stops (e.g. providing real-time

of measures including increasing bus

49, 84 and 99.

Broadway, 4th Avenue, 41st Avenue,

information displays and improved

King Edward Avenue and 49th Avenue.

shelters).

frequency on existing routes, adding new
express routes, improving transit priority
(e.g bus lanes, signal priority) and amenities
like real-time information displays.

• Limited stop express routes introduced
between UBC and Commercial-

• Transit signal priority at intersections

Broadway as well as UBC and Main

on some corridors to improve transit

Street-Science World Stations.

speed and reliability.
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Fitting Bus Rapid Transit and
Light Rail Transit in the Street
Learn more about how these systems could fit in the street
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How could a BRT or LRT system fit in the street?
The BRT and LRT alternatives are designed to operate at street-level. To fit these alternatives in the street, roughly six to seven metres of space is required along most
of the route, and nine to 12 metres at stations, which requires adjusting how road space is shared with other users (pedestrians, cyclists, transit, goods movement
vehicles and private cars). The potential impacts to the street are described below. These drawings show conceptually how rapid transit could fit into the street, at a
typical four-lane and six-lane segment. The RRT alternatives are designed to be primarily underground, and would not need to be integrated into the street.
TYPICAL SIX-LANE SEGMENT
Without Street-Level Rapid Transit

Sidewalk

Lane

Lane

Lane

Left turn

Lane

Lane

Lane

Sidewalk

Sidewalk

Lane

Lane

LRT right of way Station

Lane

Lane

Sidewalk

With Street-Level Rapid Transit

C

A
B

A Reducing the number of vehicle lanes is

D

C

B

Removing left turn bays is proposed at

C

Moving or reducing on-street parking on

often possible because rapid transit allows

some intersections with stations in order to fit

one or both sides of the street. Replacement

more people to be moved by transit, shifting

in the platforms.

parking, either off-street or inset parking

trips from cars.

bays, may be identified during Phase 3
detailed design.

FOR DISCUSSION ONLY
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How could a BRT or LRT system fit in the street?

TYPICAL FOUR-LANE SEGMENT
Without Street-Level Rapid Transit

Sidewalk

Lane

Lane

Left turn

Lane

Lane

Sidewalk

Sidewalk

Lane

Left turn LRT right of way Station

Lane

Sidewalk

With Street-Level Rapid Transit

A

E

C

D Reducing sidewalk width is proposed in

D

E

Increasing sidewalk width may be possible

Purchasing property may be done in some

some areas to retain parking or vehicle lanes.

in some areas where parking and vehicle

cases to widen the available road space to

Typically sidewalk reduction is greater at

lanes or left-turns are removed to fit in the

continue providing for all road users. This is

stations to allow space for the platforms.

BRT or LRT system and reallocated space is

a costly measure and only considered if the

available to widen the sidewalks.

previous measures are not sufficient to fit the
BRT or LRT system in the street.

FOR DISCUSSION ONLY
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How could a BRT or LRT system affect turning restrictions at intersections?

To fit rapid transit into the Broadway corridor and ensure that
it is fast and reliable, changes at intersections are required.
This may mean restricted turning movements for generalpurpose traffic. To accommodate rapid transit, there would
be three main types of intersections on the corridor, which
are described below. The diagram shows conceptually how
BRT and LRT could function at intersections; it is not intended
to depict the character of the Broadway corridor.
INTERSECTIONS WITH NO TURNING RESTRICTIONS
(SOME MAJOR INTERSECTIONS ON THE CORRIDOR)

• All through-movements are accommodated in
phases for BRT or LRT, bikes, pedestrians, and
general-purpose traffic with signal coordination.
• Left turns from Broadway / 10th Avenue have
dedicated lanes and signal phases to protect them
from LRT or BRT traffic.
• Safe crossing times for pedestrians at crosswalks are
always maintained.
An illustration of how LRT and BRT could function at intersections.
This diagram is not intended to depict the character of the Broadway corridor.

FOR DISCUSSION ONLY
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How could a BRT or LRT system affect turning restrictions at intersections?

LEFT-TURN RESTRICTED INTERSECTION
(SOME MAJOR AND MINOR INTERSECTIONS ON
THE CORRIDOR)

• Through-movements are accommodated in phases
for BRT or LRT, bikes, pedestrians, and generalpurpose traffic with signal coordination.
• Left turns are not permitted from Broadway / 10th
Avenue but are typically provided to Broadway /
10th Avenue.
• Some intersections may provide for left turns in
one direction but not in the other, depending on
the context.
• Safe crossing times for pedestrians at crosswalks
are always maintained.

An illustration of how LRT and BRT could function at intersections.
This diagram is not intended to depict the character of the Broadway corridor.

FOR DISCUSSION ONLY
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How could a BRT or LRT system affect turning restrictions at intersections?

RIGHT-IN / RIGHT-OUT RESTRICTED INTERSECTION
(MOST MINOR INTERSECTIONS ON THE CORRIDOR)

• East-west through-movements are accommodated
in phases for BRT or LRT, bikes, pedestrians, and
general-purpose traffic with signal coordination.
• Northbound and southbound through-movements
are not permitted across Broadway / 10th Avenue
for general-purpose traffic, and left turns are not
permitted to or from Broadway / 10th Avenue.
• Northbound and southbound through-movements
are permitted for pedestrians and cyclists and are
accommodated through signal phasing.
• Safe crossing times for pedestrians at crosswalks are
always maintained.

An illustration of how LRT and BRT could function at intersections.
This diagram is not intended to depict the character of the Broadway corridor.
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Be part of the plan. Fill out
the Questionnaire.

How could a BRT or LRT system fit in the street by segment?
The following cross-sections show the street impacts of BRT or LRT for each segment of the corridor.

UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD – BLANCA

BLANCA – ALMA

Current

Current

Lane

Grass Verge

Lane

Proposed BRT

Sidewalk

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane Parking

Sidewalk

Proposed BRT

Lane

Lane

Grass Verge

BRT right of way

Proposed LRT

Sidewalk

Sidewalk Parking

Sidewalk Parking

Lane

BRT right of way

Lane

Sidewalk

Lane

LRT right of way

Lane

Sidewalk

Proposed LRT

Lane

Lane

Sidewalk width: Reduced at stations

Grass Verge

Grass Track

Sidewalk width: Narrowed in most

Parking: Parking on one side; no

places; larger reductions at stations and

parking in blocks with bus stops to allow

intersections with left turn bays.

traffic to pass local buses.

Vehicle lanes: No changes to number

Vehicle lanes: Reduced from two lanes

Intersections: Major intersection

of vehicle lanes, some reduction in bike

to one in each direction.

turn movements generally permitted

and bus stops; generally widened in
other areas.

lane width.

Parking: No changes identified.

Sidewalk Parking

Intersections: No changes identified.

as before. Most minor intersections
converted to "right-in / right-out.”
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Be part of the plan. Fill out
the Questionnaire.

How could a BRT or LRT system fit in the street by segment?
The following cross-sections show the street impacts of BRT or LRT for each segment of the corridor.

ALMA – ARBUTUS

ARBUTUS – COMMERCIAL

Current

Current

Sidewalk

Parking

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Parking Sidewalk

Proposed BRT

Sidewalk

Parking

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Parking

Sidewalk

Proposed BRT

Parking

Lane

BRT right of way

Lane

Sidewalk

Proposed LRT

Sidewalk

Sidewalk

Sidewalk

Lane

Lane

BRT right of way

Lane

Lane

Sidewalk

Lane

Lane

LRT right of way

Lane

Lane

Sidewalk

Proposed LRT

Parking

Lane

LRT right of way

Lane

Sidewalk

Sidewalk

Sidewalk width: Reduced at stations,

Parking: Parking on one side only; no

Sidewalk width: Narrowed in most

Parking: Parking, now primarily

bus stops and intersections with left

parking in blocks with bus stops to allow

places; larger reductions at stations and

available in off-peak periods, is removed.

turn bays, but generally widened in

traffic to pass local buses.

intersections with left turn bays.

Intersections: Major intersection

Vehicle lanes: Two travel lanes

turning restrictions become full-

other areas; bulges removed where
parking is eliminated.

Intersections: Current peak period

turn movements generally permitted

retained, as today. Current peak period

time restrictions. Additional left turn

Vehicle lanes: Reduced from two lanes

as today. Most minor intersections

bus lanes no longer provided.

restrictions at some stations (e.g. Cambie,

to one in each direction.

converted to "right-in / right-out."

Commercial). Most minor intersections
converted to "right-in / right-out."
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Fitting Bus Rapid Transit and Light Rail Transit in the Street
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Be part of the plan. Fill out
the Questionnaire.

How could a LRT system fit in the street by segment?
The following cross-sections show the street impacts of LRT for each segment of the corridor.

GREAT NORTHERN WAY
LRT Alternatives Option B only

CAMBIE STREET TO MAIN STREET (ON 1ST AVENUE)
LRT Alternative 2 only

Current

Sidewalk

Current

Parking

Lane

Lane

Lane

Lane

Parking

Sidewalk

Proposed LRT

Sidewalk

Sidewalk

Lane

Grass verge

Lane

Sidewalk

Lane

Grass track

Lane

Sidewalk

Proposed LRT

Lane

Lane

LRT right of way

Lane

Lane

Sidewalk

Sidewalk

Sidewalk width: Narrowed in most

Parking: Parking removed on

Sidewalk width: Reduced at stations.

places; larger reductions at the stations.

both sides.

In other areas, generally no change.

Vehicle lanes: No change in the

Intersections: No changes identified.

Vehicle lanes: No change; LRT makes

number of vehicle lanes.

Parking: No changes identified.
Intersections: No changes identified.

use of existing reserved streetcar
alignment.
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Design Considerations
and Trade-Offs
Learn more about the trade-offs to consider
as you provide your input on the designs.
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Design Considerations and Trade-offs
Potential Station Locations
Each design shows potential station locations. Current

Considerations for potential station locations

99 B-Line stations were used for all the alternatives for a
consistent comparison.
Many factors are considered when locating a rapid transit
station. Stations are typically in areas of high population
and employment and/or located to connect with other
transit services for best system use. Stations can be 400
metres apart in urban areas or as far apart as two to three

ADDING A STATION
+ Enables better access to the system

- Increases costs. Costs range from

by reaching more people, job centres

$2-5M for a BRT/LRT station to

and other destinations.

$30-50M for an underground

+ Potentially increases ridership

kilometres in more suburban areas or through parks, golf

because more people are served by

courses and other undeveloped areas.

rapid transit.

RRT station.
- Increases travel time in the corridor
by increasing the number of stops.
- Potentially reduces ridership due to
more frequent stops and therefore
longer travel times.

REMOVING A STATION
+ Reduces capital and operating cost.
+ Improves travel time in the corridor
by decreasing the number of stops.

- Reduces system access and potentially
reduces ridership because not as many
people and locations are served.

+ Potentially increases ridership
because of faster travel time.
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Design Considerations
and Trade-offs
Vertical Alignment
Whether rapid transit operates
underground, elevated or at
street-level
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STREET-LEVEL (BRT AND LRT ONLY)
+ Lower cost – cheaper than tunnelled or
elevated alignments.

- Slower – typically 10-15 km/h slower than
tunnelled or elevated options.

+ Convenient access and visibility –
convenient street-level stations.

- Traffic impacts – require dedicated lanes,
reducing space for travel lanes, parking
and/or sidewalks.

+ Community integration – can contribute
to the urban environment by having
transit activity on the street.

- Lower reliability – can be less reliable due
to interaction with other road users at
intersections.

For the UBC Line study, alternatives using BRT and LRT
are designed at street-level in their own rights of way and

IN A TUNNEL

separated from other traffic by a curb. This is typical of most
BRT and LRT systems around the world. While tunnelled or
elevated alignments for these technologies are possible for
part or all of the route, they are more costly and are typically
only considered if required to increase speed and capacity

No interaction with road traffic, typically
resulting in:

- Highest cost – more expensive than
street-level or elevated options.

+ Faster service – typically 10–15 km/h faster
than street-level alignments.

- Longer access time between street-level
and the platform.

+ More reliable service – transit vehicles do
not compete with other road users.

- Visibility is reduced between passengers
and surrounding area.

and to avoid traffic impacts.
RRT systems are typically either in a tunnel or elevated. Since
this technology is automated, if it is at street-level, RRT must

+ No traffic impacts during operation.

be fully segregated by a fence, similar to the Canada Line near
the airport. As a starting point for this study, the RRT alignment
was designed to be primarily in a tunnel to avoid the visual
intrusion and interference with north-south travel along the
corridor associated with an elevated or street-level RRT system.
The proposed alignments for the UBC Line alternatives will
be refined through further technical work and public input.
Here are some of the key considerations that were taken
into account in designing the UBC Line alternatives that may

ELEVATED
No interaction with road traffic, typically
resulting in:
+ Faster service – typically 10–15 km/h faster
than street-level alignments.
+ More reliable service - transit vehicles do
not compete with other road users.
+ No traffic impacts during operation.

- Higher cost – more expensive than streetlevel but less than tunnelled alignments.
- Longer access time between street-level
and the platform.
- Visibility is reduced between passengers
and surrounding area.
- Visual impacts – due to prominent
guideway and station structures.

be helpful as you provide your feedback.
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Design Considerations and Trade-offs
Horizontal Alignment
Whether rapid transit is in the
centre of the street, on one side
or in the outside lanes

CENTRE RUNNING
• Station is located in the centre of the street and
passengers use a crosswalk to travel between the
station and sidewalk.

For the UBC Line study, alternatives using BRT and LRT are

• Station access is equally convenient from both

designed to operate in the centre of the street, which is

sides of the street.

most similar to existing traffic operations and minimizes
• Minimal effect on servicing and access to

impacts on access along the route. There is a side-running

driveways along the route.

section on University Boulevard.
BRT and LRT systems on one side of the street or in the
outside lanes on both sides of the street are also possible,

SIDE RUNNING & OUTSIDE LANES

and could vary along the route depending on street width,
land use along the street and room required for other
transportation modes, such as transit, bikes and other vehicles.
The RRT alternatives are primarily underground and are not

• Allows some transit passengers to access
their destination directly, without having to
cross the street.

discussed here.
• Creates opportunities to integrate transit into the
Here are some of the key considerations that were taken
into account in designing the UBC Line alternatives that may

urban environment along the route.
• May affect servicing and deliveries along the route.

be helpful as you provide your feedback.
• Reduces roadspace required because the station
area can share space with the sidewalk.
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Give us your feedback!
Please fill out the Questionnaire

Thank you for being
part of the plan!
bepartoftheplan.ca
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translink.ca

